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Abstract

Edge grouping and object perception are unified procedures in perceptual organization. However the computer vision literature classifies them as independent tasks. In this paper, we argue that edge detection and object proposals should benefit one another. To achieve this, we go beyond bounding boxes and extract closed contours that represent potential objects within. A novel objectness metric is proposed to score and rank the proposal boxes by considering the sizes and edge intensities of the closed contours. To improve the edge detector given the top-down object proposals, we group local closed contours and construct global object hierarchies and segmentations. The edge detector is retrained and enhanced using these hierarchical segmentations as additional feature channels. In the experiments we show that by closing the loop for edge detection and object proposals, we observe improvements for both tasks. Unifying edges and object proposals is valid and useful.

Introduction

Edge grouping and object perception are unified procedures in human perceptual organization (Palmer 1999) but are classified as independent tasks by the current computer vision literature. Take object proposal algorithms for instance. They are designed to generate very few object candidates so as to accelerate the overall object detection pipeline. Image segmentation and edge detection results are often used as their input (Arbelaez et al. 2014; Krähenbühl and Koltun 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Wang and Zhao 2015; Xiao et al. 2015; Zitnick and Dollár 2014). To improve object proposals, many of them rely on better segmentation or edges. This dependency enables and simplifies the object perception but blocks any feedback or backward signal, from object proposals to edges, that can be useful.

In this paper, we argue that edge detection and object proposals should benefit one another. To link these two major computer vision tasks, we leverage the hierarchical structure between boundaries and regions to enhance the edge detector. To achieve this, for given bounding boxes, we extract closed contours that represent potential objects within, using a simple search algorithm. The closed contours are the key to both routines discussed in this paper: the boundary-to-proposal routine, and the proposal-to-boundary routine.

To improve object proposals using boundaries, EdgeBox (Zitnick and Dollár 2014) claims that a good proposal box should contain more boundaries inside, and less boundaries on the border. This direct translation is sub-optimal due to the gap between the bounding boxes and objects of interest, as shown in Figure 1. Instead, we extract closed contours that are atomic representation of objects. A novel objectness metric is proposed that measures the sizes and intensities of the closed contours, instead of the entire bounding boxes. We show that object proposals rely on observation scales. Closed contours that contribute to good proposal boxes should have the following characteristics: (1) they should dominate the proposal boxes in area, and (2) they should have strong intensities on, and weak intensities inside, their outline. Closed contours enable us to generate region proposals without extra effort; region proposals can be extracted directly from the proposal boxes.

To improve boundaries using object proposals, our strategy is to enhance the edge detector using the object hierarchies in the scene. This top-down pipeline is in contrast to most state-of-the-art edge detectors that depend on bottom-up cues (Dollár and Zitnick 2013; Arbelaez et al. 2011; Bertasius, Shi, and Torresani 2015). However it remains an open problem to construct object hierarchies using local class-agnostic object proposals. We provide a novel solution in this paper by again leveraging the closed contours, obtained from different local proposal boxes, that already possess hierarchical structures. Based on these local contour hierarchies, global object hierarchies and segmentations for the entire image can be constructed using a grouping algorithm described later in this paper. Finally we consider global hierarchical segmentations as additional feature channels to enhance the edge detector.

Given the above context, we are able to close the loop for edge detection and object proposals. We demonstrate experiments on RGB and RGB-D images to show that, by refining edges and object proposals in an iterative manner, our unified framework provides improvements on both tasks. This indicates that unifying edges and object proposals is valid and useful; these two computer vision tasks should be treated as a whole.
Related Work

Object proposals and edge detection. Most object proposal algorithms use boundaries or regions as their input (Arbelaez et al. 2014; Krähenbühl and Koltun 2014; Uijlings et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015; Wang and Zhao 2015; Xiao et al. 2015; Zitnick and Dollár 2014). Applying better image segmentation or edge detection algorithms is an obvious pathway to improve object proposals. MCG (Arbelaez et al. 2014) enhances the normalized-cut image segmentation for later object proposal generation. (Wang et al. 2015) demonstrate that multiple segmentation helps object proposal generation. EdgeBox (Zitnick and Dollár 2014) utilizes a state-of-the-art Structured Edge detector (Dollár and Zitnick 2013) and provides promising objectness results. (Krähenbühl and Koltun 2014) propose to use geodesic segmentation as input to improve object proposals. Another category of work utilizes deep neural networks to generate more effective object segmentations and achieves good proposal performance, such as (Kuo, Hariharan, and Malik 2015) and (Erhan et al. 2014). On the other hand, the pathway from class-agnostic object proposals to boundaries is still unclear. In this paper, a novel method is proposed to connect object proposals back to edge detection. This enables us to close the loop for the two tasks, and we show improvements on both sides.

Objectness metrics. The objectness metric proposed in this paper is inspired by the edge intensity and object closure cues for human object perception. Edge intensity, or contour strength, is effective in various object perception tasks. (Lu et al. 2016) fit segment boundaries to true object boundaries according to edge intensities. EdgeBox (Zitnick and Dollár 2014) to our best knowledge is the only work that utilizes edge intensities for object proposals. They use the intensities implicitly to cluster the edges and assign weights to different edge groups. In this paper we explicitly use the edge intensity cue to measure the objectness of a given closed contour. Object closure, on the other hand, is applied in various computer vision tasks (Kapathy, Miller, and Fei-Fei 2013; Levinstein, Sminchisescu, and Dickinson 2010; Cheng et al. 2014; Lu et al. 2011; 2012), among which BING (Cheng et al. 2014) utilizes the gradient closure to indicate objects. In this paper, we further aim at a contour level of object closure that is more challenging due to false and missing edges.

Hierarchical image segmentation. State-of-the-art image segmentation and edge detection frameworks aim to produce hierarchical representation of the objects in the scene, such as the probabilistic boundaries (Arbelaez et al. 2011), sparse-coding-based approach (Xiaofeng and Bo 2012), and Structured Edge detector (Dollár and Zitnick 2013). These methods rely on bottom-up information of low-level edge intensities. In this paper, a different aspect of this problem is studied: the hierarchical structure of object proposals is recovered initially, while hierarchical segmentations are generated using such top-down objectness cues. This high-level hierarchical segmentation is fed to improve the edge detector afterwards.

Closed contour extraction. To represent potential objects given continuous edge intensities, previously closed contours are extracted using the ultrametric contour map (UCM) (Arbelaez et al. 2011), or the structured edge (Chen, Yang, and Yang 2015) algorithms. In this paper, we propose a new closed contour extraction algorithm based on a simple but effective search strategy. (Pinheiro, Collobert, and Dollar 2015) propose an algorithm to extract soft object masks within candidate boxes using a deep neural network. MCG (Arbelaez et al. 2014) also provides region proposals using a combination of segments. Our system is different from these; the proposed closed contour extraction algorithm is fully unsupervised, while the above approaches (Pinheiro, Collobert, and Dollar 2015; Arbelaez et al. 2014) require multiple training images.

Framework

We aim to close the loop for object proposals and edge detection. Figure 2 summarizes the pipeline of our closing-the-loop framework. Given the initial object proposal boxes produced by an edge-based objectness approach such as EdgeBox (Zitnick and Dollár 2014), we extract the closed contours, which we define as groups of edges that constitute the outlines of potential objects, from each box. We then evaluate the closed contours using a novel metric to produce refined object proposals. Next we construct global object hierarchies and segmentations by grouping the local proposal boxes and closed contours. The hierarchical segmentations are treated as additional feature channels for a retrained edge detector to produce better boundaries. Finally the refined boundaries are fed into the edge-based object proposer for a new round of the process. The loops here are infinite but in our experiments we observe that they converge quickly after three or four loops. In the following sections we describe each separate module in detail.
Closed contour extraction

Proposal boxes generated by objectness approaches are noisy and may contain no object, part of an object, or multiple objects. Neither background models (Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake 2004) nor Hough-like techniques (Gall and Lempitsky 2013; Maji and Malik 2009) are feasible to extract single and complete objects, since they have arbitrary shapes. We leverage closed contours that are atomic representations of objects within the proposal boxes. We will discuss later in this section how single and complete objects can be extracted using the closed contours.

Given the edge map $E$ and the orientation map $O$ produced by an edge detector (e.g., the Structured Edge detector (Dollár and Zitnick 2013)), we first cluster the boundary pixels into edge groups according to their similar intensities, orientations, and connectivities, as is done in EdgeBox (Zitnick and Dollár 2014). Each edge group has two or more terminal points. The closed contour is then a set of edge groups, represented by a sequence of terminal points, that (1) form a closed loop, and (2) lie fully within the bounding box. The algorithm to extract candidate closed contours within a bounding box $b$ is described below and illustrated in Figure 3.

1. For a given terminal point $t^1_n$ belonging to edge group $e_n$, find a terminal point $t^2_n$ that belongs to the same edge group. Add $t^1_n$ and $t^2_n$ to the current path. If more than two terminal points exist for $e_n$, fork.

2. For terminal point $t^2_n$, search within a radius $r$ inside the bounding box $b$ for its neighboring terminal point $t^1_{n+1}$ that belongs to another edge group. Add $t^1_{n+1}$ to the current path. If two or more terminal points are found, fork.

3. Go to step 1, recursively find the next terminal point until all the reachable edge groups in $b$ are visited. If a loop is found during the search, add its path to the result $C_b$.

We set the search radius $r > 1$, so that disconnected edges can be found during the search. To initialize the algorithm, we randomly pick a starting terminal point near the bounding box boundary. Each bounding box ultimately yields one or more closed contours if there is an object inside.

Local hierarchy of closed contours. Since we recursively search for every possible closed loop within a given bounding box, the closed contours already possess a local hierarchical structure; larger closed contours contain smaller ones, as shown in Figures 3(d). This important property is leveraged in the proposal box grouping algorithm described later in this paper.

The boundary-to-proposal routine

What is a good proposal box? We study the good criteria for good object proposal boxes. Once we obtain the closed contours within a proposal box, the objectness criteria are two-fold:

1. Size. Object perception highly depends on the observation scale. A good proposal box should contain one single object; only that object can be used to measure the objectness of the box. In other words, the closed contour should occupy a majority of the area in that proposal box.

For objects with hierarchical parts, size remains a critical factor. Since object parts are also objects, a good proposal box for the part should still contain only one object that is the largest in area. Consequently, object parts contribute to the proposal boxes of their scale, instead of to the bounding boxes containing the whole objects. Taking Figure 4 (left) for an example, the pillow contributes to the red bounding box instead of to the blue one. Meanwhile, for the blue bounding box, only the chair can be recognized as the object of interest due to its size.

2. Intensity. Edge strength is effective during human object perception (Kellman and Shipley 1991; Palmer 1999), and it reflects true object boundaries on a high level. That is, inter-object edges are more likely to have strong intensities. This is the goal for most state-of-the-art edge detection frameworks (Dollár and Zitnick 2013; Arbelaez et al. 2011; Bertasius, Shi, and Torresani 2015). In our objectness metric, another criterion is the ratio of edge intensities on the object boundary versus those inside the object.

Proposal boxes containing multiple objects should get low objectness scores either due to: (1) the size for the object of interest is relatively small, since there are other objects in the box, or (2) there are edges with strong intensities within the object of interest, and those edges are more likely to be inter-object boundaries.

Scoring proposal boxes by the principal objects. Given a candidate closed contour $cc$ within a bounding box $b$, the metric to measure the objectness for $cc$ is:

$$\lambda$$

where $ic$ represents the inner edges within $cc$, and $avg(I_{ic})$ is the average intensity on $cc$ (intensities between disconnected terminal points are zero). $\lambda$ weights between the size...
Given that nearby bounding boxes often belong to the same object, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used in current object detection systems, e.g., (Felzenszwalb et al. 2010), to remove false-positive detections. We simply extend this idea to the principal objects. Given a set of bounding boxes, false-positive detections can be eliminated if they share a common principal object. Further, the final bounding box is shrunk to fit the principal object for refinement. Figure 4 (right) illustrates an example.

Generating refined box/region proposals. After evaluating the objectness for all initial proposal boxes, we apply po-NMS and then re-rank the boxes to obtain refined object proposals in box representation. To generate region proposals, we simply take the principal closed contour as one region proposal for each refined proposal box.

The proposal-to-boundary routine

Grouping the proposal boxes. Recall that for given proposal boxes we extract closed contours that already possess local hierarchical structures. Constructing the global object hierarchies can be achieved by grouping the refined proposal boxes and closed contours at different scales. We describe the grouping algorithm in Alg. 1.

The algorithm takes as input $\mathcal{E}_p$, the set of principal closed contours, each of which corresponds to a proposal box. Then a non-overlapping subset of closed contours are found, which represent different objects or parts. Larger closed contours in the subset are linked to the smaller closed contours (children) they contain, according to the local hierarchies already extracted. This process is done recursively until reaching the leaf closed contours that contain no inner loop. $c.\text{children}$ denotes the children closed contours of $c$ that are principal closed contours corresponding to other smaller proposal boxes. Non-principal closed contours are not considered here due to their weak objectness. The algorithm ultimately yields the global hierarchical structure of the principal closed contours and proposal boxes. Note that the final result may consist of multiple trees, generated from non-overlapping object proposal boxes. Figure 5 shows an example of the grouping algorithm.

Constructing hierarchical segmentations. It is straightforward to construct hierarchical segmentations for the objects in the scene. Traversing from the leaf nodes to the roots in the object hierarchies, the closed contours are drawn and used to generate the segmentation for each layer in the hierarchy. Straight lines are placed between disconnected terminal points that belong to different edge groups, so as to make contours fully closed. Each closed contour is filled and labeled with its depth in the hierarchy. We denote $seg_1, \ldots, seg_t$ as the $t$ hierarchical segmentations obtained. $seg_1$ is the finest segmentation and $seg_t$ is the coarsest. The finest four segmentations $seg_1, \ldots, seg_4$ are used in practice, since in our experiments we find they are more informative. Figure 6 shows examples of the hierarchical segmentations.

Training the enhanced edge detector. (Dollár and Zitnick 2013) take the intensities from different color channels as input to train the Structured Edge detector. (Gupta et al. 2014) extend their framework and propose a RGB-D boundary detector by taking the depth values as an additional feature channel to the Structured Edge detector. Inspired by this simple but effective approach, we similarly treat the hierarchical segmentations as additional feature channels to the input. Before training the enhanced edge detector, we run one pass of the object proposal and closed contour grouping algorithm on the training set to generate the hierarchical segmentations. We leverage $seg_1, \ldots, seg_4$ as four additional feature channels for training. The detailed training procedures are described in (Dollár and Zitnick 2013). Finally at test time, we utilize the retrained edge detector to produce new boundaries for each proposal-to-boundary routine in our closing-the-loop framework.
Implementation details

We note several details in our implementation. To extract closed contours, the search space is large. Hence to reduce the computational complexity is critical. For terminal points with direct connection to other terminal points, the search radius $r$ can be set low; we use $r = 3\text{px}$. For terminal points without direct connection, $r$ is set to be 15% of the bounding box size to ensure all the loops can be found. We perform a pre-pass on the entire image, aiming to eliminate small loops and cache the paths for valid loops. Further, due to the hierarchical structure of closed contours, we store results for small candidate boxes and reuse them for larger ones.

To close the loop for edges and object proposals, we set a threshold on the objectness score before grouping the closed contours. This is to reduce noise from pool-ranked candidate boxes. Meanwhile we set $\lambda = 0.8$ to put more weight on the size factor.

Experiments

We connect and bootstrap the edge detection and object proposal routines described in the above sections. We show in our experiments how they can improve one another, i.e., how they perform on state-of-the-art datasets and benchmarks after several algorithmic iterations.

Quantitative Evaluations

To follow the object proposal evaluation routine, we leverage the Pascal VOC 2012 (Everingham et al. 2010) dataset with RGB images, and the NYU-D (Silberman et al. 2012) dataset with RGB-D images. For the later dataset we apply the training-testing split from (Gupta et al. 2014), which contains 795 training images. The detection rate (recall) versus the number of candidate boxes, and the area under curve (AUC) are reported. The intersection over union (IOU) metric over bounding boxes is used in comparing results with ground truth, as is applied in most current object proposal methods (Zitnick and Dollar 2014; Cheng et al. 2014; Uijlings et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015). A good object proposal algorithm should propose as few candidate boxes as possible while maintaining a high recall rate.

The quantitative evaluations of our boundary-to-proposal routine is demonstrated in Figure 7 and Table 2 with IOU=0.7 and number of candidate boxes=1000. We compare with EB (Zitnick and Dollar 2014), MCG (Arbelalez et al. 2012), SS (Uijlings et al. 2013), and BING (Cheng et al. 2014). We observe a clear improvement when boundaries and object proposals are connected. On the NYU-D dataset, our framework improves 11.6% AUC for object proposals in iteration 1 and 2.7% AUC in iteration 2. Meanwhile on the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset, we obtain about 3% improvement in iteration 1 and 1% in iteration 2. Note that in iteration 0 we leverage the edges from (Dollár and Zitnick 2013) and the object proposals from (Zitnick and Dollar 2014) as initial inputs. After only three iterations, our method achieves comparable performance to the state-of-the-art MCG and does even better with fewer candidate boxes. On the NYU-D dataset, MCG outperforms our approach with high number of candidate boxes as they train to rank the proposed regions, while our objectness metric is unsupervised. Our framework converges quickly after iteration 0 on both datasets.

To evaluate our proposal-to-boundary routine, we leverage the BSD500 (Arbelaez et al. 2011) and the NYU-D datasets. We apply the evaluation metrics in (Arbelaez et al. 2011; Dollar and Zitnick 2013), measuring fixed contour threshold (ODS), per-image best threshold (OIS) and average precision (AP). Table 1 reports the evaluation results. We compare with gPb (Arbelaez et al. 2011), SC (Xiaofeng and Bo 2012), SE (Dollár and Zitnick 2013), SE+ (Gupta, Arbelaez, and Malik 2013), N$^4$-fields (Ganin and Lempitsky 2014), and DeepEdge (Bertasius, Shi, and Torresani 2015). Again, we observe improvements to the edges when object proposals are connected. Note that the BSD500 dataset is not designed for object detection; each image has only one major object. Connecting edge detection and object proposals yields less improvement than on the NYU-D dataset.

Qualitative Evaluations

Figure 8 demonstrates the boundaries and hierarchical segmentations produced by our algorithm. We further show in Figure 9 the intermediate boundaries at iterations 0,1,2 on the NYU-D dataset. The resulting boundaries gradually fit
Figure 8: Closing the loop on the NYU-D dataset. Left to right: original image, depth map, hierarchical segmentation assembled using $Seg_{c}$ (color) and $Seg_{b}$ (boundaries), initial edges, edges after iteration 4, and ground truth. Edge detections are before NMS. Our refined edge detector produces edges that better fit the object hierarchies; intensities are stronger for inter-object edges and weaker for intra-object edges.

Figure 9: Intermediate boundaries when the loop runs. Left to right: original image, ground truth, boundaries for iteration 0, 1, and 2. We show that the boundaries gradually fit the object hierarchies, e.g., the edges pointed to by the red arrows.

Figure 10: Demonstration of our box and region proposals on the Pascal VOC 2012 validation set. Region proposals are recognized as the principal closed contours for each candidate box. The top ranked proposals are shown.

The object hierarchies in the scene; inter-object edges become stronger and inner-object edges become weaker, e.g., the sofa and the basket in Figure 8 and 9.

Figure 10 shows examples of the region proposals generated by our closed contour algorithm. As described previously, extracting object shapes within proposals boxes can be achieved without additional cost. In summary, all the above quantitative and qualitative results indicate that object proposals provide useful information to help edge detection, in strengthening important edges as well as in removing noisy edges. Better boundaries, on the other hand, help object proposals, as is already achieved by many object proposal algorithms. These two tasks are able to help one another in an iterative manner.

Finally, we are interested in how our closing-the-loop framework can be applied on generic edge detection and object proposal algorithms. As shown in Table 2, we replace SE with SC (Xiaofeng and Bo 2012), while EdgeBox is replaced with MCG (Arbelaez et al. 2014). SC is trained similarly as SE with additional feature channels from the hierarchical segmentations. All experimental settings yield satisfying improvements, indicating that our closing-the-loop framework is generic and valid to many current edge detection and object proposal algorithms. These two major computer vision tasks should be treated as a whole.

Table 2: Closing the loop on the NYU-D (RGB-D) dataset with different edge detection and object proposal combinations. For object proposals, IOU = 0.7. Proposal AUC is measured with # of boxes=1000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE&amp;</td>
<td>Proposal AUC</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeBox</td>
<td>Edge AP</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC&amp;</td>
<td>Proposal AUC</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeBox</td>
<td>Edge AP</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE&amp;</td>
<td>Proposal AUC</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCG</td>
<td>Edge AP</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

We present a unified framework for bootstrapping object proposals and edge detection. This closing-the-loop strategy combines top-down objectness cues with bottom-up boundary cues, leading to meaningful improvement that facilitates future research in other computer vision tasks related to object perception, such as semantic segmentation and object detection.
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